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Firma: Player Plus doo
Adresa: Svetogorska 9
Telefon: +381 11 3347 442
Fax: +381 11 3347 615
PIB: 106966344
E-mail: porudzbine@player.rs

The kick drum mic is complemented by a pair of A-5t microphones to capture the punch and energy of 
toms. The A-55 KICKER and A-5t mics feature sturdy all-metal body construction designed to withstand 
abuse and impact. The PA-5K serves as an excellent starter set or addition to an existing drum kit mic set-
up. Also included are an integral mic stand clip for the A-55 Kicker and rim-mount mic clips for the two A-5t 
mics, allowing easy mounting for optimal sound capture.

Set includes one A-55 Kicker Dynamic Kick Drum Mic 
and two A-5t Dynamic Tom Mics

The A-55 Dynamic Kick Drum Mic captures the deep 
bass and low-end punch while maintaining clean and 
clear pickup for fast attacks

The A-5t Dynamic Tom Mics complement the warm 
notes of toms without low-end distortion

Heavy-duty all-metal body construction protects against 
impact and noise

Stand and rim-mount clips included

Polar Patterns:
A5t Tom Mic
 

Set includes one A-55 Kicker Dynamic Kick Drum Mic 
and two A-5t Dynamic Tom Mics

High SPL cardioid microphone with warmth and punch Designed to capture drums and percussion without low 
end distortion

All metal body protects against impact and noise
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A-55 Kicker
Heavy duty construction for extra durability Tuned specifically for kick drums and other low-frequency applications such as bass guitar amps

Designed to pinpoint the best sound while minimizing bleed from the rest of the drum kit
Compact design that makes placement easy
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MXL DRUM PACK - PA5K

Šifra: 10397
Kategorija prozivoda: Setovi Mikrofona
Proizvođač: MXL

Cena: 23.400,00  rsd
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Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


